DE NOBILI SCHOOL
DIGWADIH - DHANBAD
Phone: 2381372, 2381373
Affiliated to CISCE - 18/1963
Recognized Minority School
(F. No. 1250 of 2012)
Managed by: De Nobili Jealgora (Under The Jamshedpur Jesuits)

PROSPECTUS
UKG ADMISSION 2022-2023
Dear Parents,

Welcome to De Nobili School, Digwadih! De Nobili School is a Christian Minority School managed by the Jesuits and supported by a team of dedicated teachers & Staff. While preparing the students for the Indian Certificate of Secondary Education (10th) examination and the Indian School Certificate (12th) examination, we aim at the full development of our students.

ICSE:

The Indian Certificate of Secondary Education is a course designated to provide a general education in accordance with the recommendation of the Kothari Commission, through the medium of English. There is no diversification during this general education course. This final ICSE examination presupposes a school course of ten years duration (1-10)

ISC:

The Indian School Certificate course builds on the general education to provide specialization in Science, Commerce and Arts. We have courses in Science and Commerce only. The ICSE and ISC Examinations are conducted by the Council for the Indian Certificate Examination, which is recognized by an Act of Parliament as one of the All India Examination Bodies.

OTHER MATTERS:

- The Application Form DOES NOT IMPLY THAT THE ADMISSION IS GUARANTEED. The final selection will be done of those candidates who fulfill the selection criteria.

- You are requested not to come to the school office of either the Junior or Senior section with any enquiry regarding your ward's acceptance/non-acceptance.

- Selection of candidates is done solely by the school authorities. The school DOES NOT accept any DONATIONS for admissions. We are not responsible for money taken or promises made by anyone to the candidate's parents. If you come to know of any such malpractice kindly bring to the notice of the school authorities/local police.

- We do not take any re-admission fee after admission till your ward leaves the school.

- Anyone who seeks to influence the decision of the Management through recommendation letters, visits by VIPs or telephone calls is liable to be disqualified.
➢ Please enter the correct name and date of birth in the application form. No changes will be made thereafter under any circumstances.

**KINDLY READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY UKG ADMISSION 2022-2023**

1) **AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION**

➢ The form for online registration will remain activated from 22nd November to 27th November, 2021 (Monday to Saturday). Kindly do the online application within the specified period. Fill up all the details in BLOCK LETTERS.

➢ For filling up the Admission and Registration form, go to the following link https://www.parentsalarm.com/Admission/RegistrationV2?InstId=MTQ4MA==

➢ The cost of application form is Rs: 500/- which needs to be paid online. **Note: After Successful Payment, receipt will be generated and sent to your e-mail ID automatically.**

➢ The age of the candidate should be between 4½ years to 5½ years as on 31st March- 2022 in order to apply for UKG. Eligible candidates are children born between 1st October 2016 and 30th September 2017.

➢ A recent photo of the parents with the applicant in between is needed while filling the form.

➢ Parents should mention correct mobile number/whatsapp number for further communication with the school.

2) **SUBMISSION OF THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP / PHOTOGRAPH / CERTIFICATES**

A Hard Copy of the following has to be submitted on **4th December (Saturday)** between 08:30 am - 12 noon.

a) Acknowledgement slip hard copy.

b) A colour photograph of the **parents with the applicant in between** size 5inch (width) by 3 inch (height) has to be submitted (A sample is attached herewith)

![Sample Family Photo](image-url)
c) Copy of Birth Certificate (Original Birth Certificate must be brought along for verification)
   Any one of the following Birth Certificate is acceptable:
   - Birth Certificate from the
     i) Municipality/Corporation
     ii) Office of Births and Deaths Registration
     iii) P.T. II order (in case of Defence Personnel)
   - Baptism Certificate (in case of Christians)
   **Note: Affidavits/Horoscopes are not acceptable.**

d) Caste- If SC/ST or OBC – (Please provide caste certificate of Mother / Father / Child)

e) Copy of the address proof (original address proof must be brought along for verification)

f) Supplementary document like immunization card could be submitted.

g) On submission of the above documents, you will be issued an Admit Card, which should be preserved for the day of interactive session.

3. DATE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSION:

   The date and time of interactive session will be given to you on the day of submission of ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP / PHOTOGRAPH / CERTIFICATES. Both the mother and father with the candidate must be present for the interactive session.

3. DATE FOR MEETING:

   The date and time of meeting Fr. Principal will be mentioned on the Result Day. The parents along with the candidate should report with all original documents at the “Reception Desk” at least half an hour before the scheduled time of interactive session.

4. REJECTION AFTER ADMISSION:

   ANY DISCREPANCY DISCOVERED IN THE BIRTH CERTIFICATE or in the ABOVE PROCEDURE will lead to AUTOMATICALLY CANCELLATION of the seat and there will be no refund of fees.

Fr. A. Amaladoss, SJ
Principal